Systematic Dynamics Analysis of Land Reclamation in Mining area and Agricultural Economy Sustainable Development
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Abstract. In this article, the systems dynamics method is carried on in the field of Mining area land reclamation and the agricultural economy sustainable development, agricultural economy systems dynamics model in mining area is constructed based on the land amount of resources and the population capacity, and carries on the simulation examination to the model. Through compared the simulation results of three evolution tendency's model of Zaozhuang’s agricultural economy system, obtains the conclusion that sustainable development is the most superior pattern in Zaozhuang agricultural economy system.

Introduction

The improper exploitation of coal resources has resulted in large-area surface subsidence, bringing in different levels of losses to the constructions, roads, railways, bridges and basic farmlands on the earth, as well as the contradiction between the population and the land, mining industry and the agriculture in the mine area, the mine land reclamation has played an important role in the sustainable development of agricultural economy in the mine area [1]. This paper studies the mine area by using system dynamics and taking the sustainable development of the economy in mine area as the target, starts from the micro structure of land-economy system and develops the basic feedback structure of the whole system, so as to better reflect the collaboration relationship between the mine land reclamation and the sustainable development of agricultural economy.

System Structure

One Basis of the System Structure -- Land Resources. There is no doubt that the coal exploitation destroys the land resources. As for different coal store conditions and exploitation methods, the coal resources exploitation brings different types and levels of destruction to the land resources. The underground mining has resulted in large-area surface subsidence, the earth surface in subsidence area cracks, sinks, causing the houses collapse, residents moving to other villages, and forming uneven bottomlands or river areas, so the farmland is destroyed and reduced. According to the estimation of experts, due to the issues like surface subsidence, mining production as well as the take up of factories and constructions, industrial production and deserts, the land resources reduces at a rate of 0.04%. As for the agricultural and economic system, the land itself is an important production resource, which is the structural foundation of the dynamic system of agriculture and economy; the reduction of land resources directly affects the sustainable development of agriculture and economy [2].

Second Basis of System Structure – Population Capacity. The supply capacity of land resources directly affects the population capacity in the mine area, when the total population exceeds the limit of population capacity, the issues like the peasants losing land, recessive unemployment and revenue reduction would occur in the rural area. The population capacity adjusts the total population in mine area through the population migration variable in the population system negative feedback loop, and affects the employed population in various industries, and then affects
the production values of various industries through production function. Meanwhile, the
decision-maker could adjust the remaining population capacity by controlling the land reclamation
rate, so as to solve the contradiction among urban miners in coal cities[3]. Therefore, the population
capacity is the bridge that links the land resources and economic system, and is an indispensable
factor in the system structure design in this paper.

Population Capacity Calculation Based on Land Resources. This paper identifies the
population capacity based on land resources by calculating the maximum construction land and
agriculture land in mine area. The maximum construction land uses the land-use planning as the
standard, the construction area in ordinary mine area should not exceed the standard of 10,000
people/km² as regulated by the country [4]. That is:

Non – agriculture population capacity in coal cities = \frac{City \text{ land-use planning in the future}}{10,000 \text{ people/km}²} (1)

Assume the agricultural acreage per capita of the agricultural population in the future remain
unchanged, this assumption assure the income level of peasants in the future is at least the same as
the current level. The calculation equation of agricultural population capacity is:

\frac{\text{Agricultural population in the base year}}{\text{Agricultural land area in the base year}} = \frac{\text{Agricultural population capacity in the future year}}{\text{Agricultural land area in the future year}} (2)

Where: Agricultural land area in mine = Basic protected farmland area + wasteland area in mine
* land reclamation rate – wasteland area in increased mines, the land reclamation rate in mine
reflects the degree of reclamation and comprehensive utilization of the left land resources after mine
exploitation, its calculation equation is:

Mine land reclamation rate = \frac{\text{Mine wasteland reclamation area}}{\text{Total mine wasteland area}} \times 100\% (3)

Model structure Design

Sustainable Development System Structure of Agriculture and Economy in Mine. The
sustainable development system dynamics model of agriculture and economy in mine mainly
consists of three models of land, people and economy, which are closely connected and interact
with each other. Besides the small feedback within individual models, big feedbacks across models
are formed, so as to develop a multi-level feedback system, reflecting the complexity features of
land reclamation and economic sustainable development system[5].

(1) Coal——land resources model. This model takes the coal exploitation amount in mine as the
state variable, uses the negative feedback (that is, resources exploitation -- exploited mine resources
-- remaining exploitation amount -- resources exploitation) to dynamically simulate the increased
area of wasteland in mine, and simulate the dynamic changes of the agriculture land by setting
reclamation rate and calculating land reclamation area. When the remaining exploitation amount is
zero, the coal resources exploitation speed is zero, and then the loop disappears.

(2) Population model——This model is developed according to the population capacity based on
the land resources, uses a negative feedback (that is, population -- left population capacity --
population migration increase – population) and a positive feedback (population -- population
increase – population) to simulate the dynamic variation rule of population and employed
population under the condition of changing land resources.

(3) Economy model——This model uses the production function to link the variables like
employed population, science and technology development condition, investment in the fixed asset
of primary industry together and simulates the total production value of the primary industry. Since
the land is an important production resource in agriculture production, land reclamation is the
investment for this fixed asset – land, which takes a bigger proportion in the agriculture fixed asset
investment in mine.

(4) Across-model feedback loop——There is complicated interaction between population, land
resource, agricultural economy models, and then form a cross-system feedback loop. The main
feedback loop is: remaining population capacity - reclamation rate -- reclamation area -- wasteland area in mine – agricultural land area -- population capacity -- left population capacity, the loop means the remaining population capacity reduces, the reclamation rate increases, the reclamation area increases, reclamation area and wasteland area in mine reduces, agricultural land area increases, population capacity increases, remaining population capacity increases, it is positive feedback.

The Mixed Chart of Land Reclamation as well as Agricultural and Economic Sustainable Development System in Coal Cities

Functional Relationship among Model Variables and Determination of Parameters

The model focuses on simulating the changes of land resources and population capacity, and taking them as the limit condition for the agriculture and economy sustainable development in mine. Simulate the evolution and development features of agricultural and economic system in mine under this limit condition. According to the modeling procedure of system dynamics and on the basis of comprehensive study and statistics materials collection, analyze the relationship between model variables, by referring to the developed equations and parameters which already have research achievements, separately build relevant parameters and models, and finally build a system dynamics model of agricultural and an economic sustainable development in mine.

The model parameters could be identified by the following three ways [6,7,8]:

First, calculate exploitation coefficient, population natural growth rate and migration rate with arithmetic mean method.

Second, calculate the employed population in the second and third industries through trend extrapolation.

Third, it is the regression analysis method. Many kinds of regression methods have been used in
the model to identify the relationship between parameters, for example, use multivariate nonlinear regression to identify the production value of the first industry.

After identifying the model parameters through above methods, use the calculation tool -- VENSIM PLE to complete simulation calculation, and obtain the predictive index value that evaluates each index at each time-point during the simulation period in mine. To verify the effectiveness of models, verify the calculation result of models.

(1) Consistency verification between model behavior and actual system. The paper has limited the time to the year 2000 – 2020, and adopts the method of forwarding the calculation start time. Take the land reclamation and agricultural-economic system of Zaozhuang city in 2000 as the base period, use the data before 2014 for the verification of models and parameters, and use the data after 2014 for prediction. Judge the operation effect of models by comparing the simulation values and the actual values.

Table 1  Circumstances table about kinetic model simulation fitting with the historical data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual Value</td>
<td>Simulation Value</td>
<td>Error(%)</td>
<td>Actual Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (Ten Thousand People )</td>
<td>357.9949</td>
<td>360.9</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
<td>367.2695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Coal Mining Amount(Ten Thousand Ton)</td>
<td>1808.00</td>
<td>1875.4</td>
<td>3.73%</td>
<td>3045.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output value of primary industry (Hundred Million Yuan)</td>
<td>41.68</td>
<td>41.55</td>
<td>-0.31%</td>
<td>62.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual Value</td>
<td>Simulation Value</td>
<td>Error(%)</td>
<td>Actual Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (Ten Thousand People )</td>
<td>391.4</td>
<td>394.6</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
<td>401.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Coal Mining Amount(Ten Thousand Ton)</td>
<td>3152.22</td>
<td>3004.4</td>
<td>-4.67%</td>
<td>3274.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output value of primary industry (Hundred Million Yuan)</td>
<td>117.56</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>3.18%</td>
<td>156.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the result of verification, the relative difference between the indicator simulation value and actual value in mine of Zaozhuang is within the range of -5%——5%. In general, the system model truly simulates the system structure and condition, the simulation accuracy is relative high, and could be used as the simulation and prediction method for the land reclamation and agricultural-economic system sustainable development in mine.

(2) Verification for the sensitivity of model system. It is found that the behavior of model is greatly affected by part of parameters like utilization ratio of coal gangue, recovery ratio, land reclamation rate, and through the regulation for system parameters, it is possible to simulate the evolution trend of agricultural-economic system in coal cities.

(3) Verification for the suitability and consistency of model structure. In the modeling process, use the equation verification and dimension verification functions of Vensim PLE software to conduct structure consistency verification. Meanwhile, by referring to the models in the other papers, establish the feedback structure and dynamics equation 1 that comply with the
agricultural-economic system characteristics in mine. The parameters in models could be directly
taken from historical statistics data or by referring to relevant materials.

System Dynamics Analysis for the Agricultural-Economic Development in Mine of 
Zaozhuang

According to the simulation test, the sensitive variables like coal recovery rate affect the behavior and evolution trend of agricultural-economic system, therefore, by regulating and testing the sensitive variable parameters and using various combination of parameters, simulate the trend and direction of system development [6]. In this paper, simulate three mine development models by regulating the sensitive parameters of land-agricultural and economic system in mine: Non-sustainable development model A, High-speed economic growth model B, Sustainable development model C[7,8]. The sensitive parameters of three models are shown in table 2. The changes of sensitive parameters bring obvious changes to the city population, land resources and agricultural-economic development in Zaozhuang. For details, please refer to table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Sensitive parameters of three models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Value</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reclamation Rate</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Rate</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Comparison of agricultural economic system developmental indicators in Zaozhuang mining area under three models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output value of primary industry (Hundred Million Yuan)</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population capacity(Ten Thousand People)</td>
<td>362.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The population(Ten Thousand People)</td>
<td>354.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural land area (Ha)</td>
<td>186500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal can be mined(Ten Thousand Ton)</td>
<td>124641</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agricultural and economic system changing trend under the influence of three models. Analyze the changing trend of the first industry production value in mine of Zaozhuang under the influence of three development models, and the characters are shown as below.

(1) The first industry production value in the non-sustainable development model has the trend of rise first and then fall. The production value increase at earlier stage is caused by the increase of fixed asset amount in the first industry, though the amount of land resources reduces, the population
capacity held by the land is still bigger than the total population, and there is obvious agricultural economic growth. The continuous increase of wasteland in mine in the later period quickly reduces the farmland area in mine, and then the agricultural production loses its relied land resources, so there is economic recession.

(2) In the process of variable determination, the sustainable development model has set the coal gangue utilization rate and land reclamation rate as 1, when the per-capita agricultural land and urban land area remain unchanged, the land resources could be maintained at a certain level. The first industry production value curve in Fig. 2 has the shape of “S”, it is because the model has taken the scientific and technological level which is used as production factor as the constant, the limitation of scientific and technological development is obvious.

(3) Compare and analyze the three models, the sustainable development model has provided land resources guarantee for the sustainable development of agricultural economy, its production value is the highest, the second is the high-speed economic growth model, the last one is the non-sustainable development model.

![Figure 2. Trends of economic capacity (ten thousand yuan)](image)

**The changing trend of land resources under the influence of three models.** The difference in sensitive parameters like coal gangue utilization rate, land reclamation rate in the three development models has caused bigger difference in the agricultural land areas. The sustainable development model takes full utilization of coal gangue; the land reclamation rate is 1, so that the agricultural land area remains changed. The coal exploitation in high-speed economic growth model is a little higher than the sustainable development model, while the coal gangue utilization rate and land reclamation rate is lower than the coordinated development model, in the same way, the values of sensitive parameters in non-sustainable economic model are the smallest, therefore the agricultural land area decreases gradually, while the decreasing extend in non-sustainable economic model is larger.

![Figure 3. Trends of agricultural land change](image)
The Changing Trend of Population System under the Influence of Three Models. The population capacity in mine of Zaozhuang is decided by the land capacity. The population natural growth rate is hard to change within a period, the migration population growth, which is limited by the remaining population capacity, is the variable that frequently changes. When the number of population exceeds the population capacity, the population natural growth continues under the inertia force, while the population migration growth is negative value, so as to offset the population natural growth. As for the non-sustainable development model, the economy capacity and land capacity is small and has the trend of decreasing, the migration population is larger, the total population reaches the peak in 2008 under the natural growth force, and then decrease. In the same way, the bigger land capacity in high-speed economic development model and sustainable development model attracts immigration of large amount of employed population, and the population base increases dramatically on this basis, the population natural growth continues, but the land resources limit the migration population growth, and then keep the final number population at a steady level.

![Figure 4. Trends of population capacity (ten thousand people)](image)

Figure 4. Trends of population capacity (ten thousand people)

Conclusion
By analyzing the evolution trend of three models like non-sustainable economic model, high-speed economic development model and sustainable development model in different sub-systems in mine of Zaozhuang, it is possible to summarize the several points as below:

1. Non-sustainable development model. The non-renewal of coal resources and limitation of land resources means this development model would cause the land resources exhaustion, economic recession, population reduction, environment deterioration, so this model is inadvisable.

2. High-speed economic development model takes economic development as the guide, emphasizes high efficient utilization of resources and environment protection on some extent, but the economic sub-system is inharmonious with the resources and population sub-systems, then resulting in the vibration and instability in economic development.

3. The sustainable development model emphasizes both the economic development and environment protection, as well as efficient utilization of resources, developing a positive circle of land-agricultural economic system harmonious development, which is the first choice of mine development model [9,10].
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